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i) Not suitable for data
ii) Allow storing data
iii) New data datasets

d)

e)

0 What are the ACID properties of a
r) Atomicity, consistency, I
i, Atomicity,consistency,Isolation,
iii) Atomicity,consistency, Durability
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,v) Atomatically,concurrency,Iso Durability
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1) Ail
2) Jull marks.

,) DatabaseAdministration
1ii) Storage manager

c) What is the aim of

19 An

1) Minimize
iD Maximize
1ii) Make it
lv) allowaddition of

iii) No presence of transitive
lv) All ofthe mention
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g) Which of the following are the simplest NOSQL database

0 Key-Value
ii, Document

h) The initial State of a
1) Active
iii) Aborted

r) NOSQL da
1)

iii)

i) Which
1)

p)

, highavailability
iii) Both high & low

mainly forhandling large volumes

ii) Structured

rv) All of the above

of data

b,""g.e

$

is notNO-SQL database?

ii) MongoDB
10 None of the above

k)

m) Which of the foll
, Shared

iii) Shared Disk
n) In which state, the

executed

into a given range

tially
partitioning affributes

lowavailability
None of above

database arechitecture?

n) Shared processor

iv) Shared Nothing
will wait for the final statement has

Seejtrity

1)

i"r,
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i) Active
ii) Failed

iii) aborted
iv) Partial Committed

o) A SQL query with location transparency
,) Fragment ii)
iii) local formates rD

is an essential part of any

.i;-r

'h

1) Filter
iii) Scalability

q) In 1og based recovery the log is

1) Filter

iii) block
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rv) numbers
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r) _deals with individual transactions.

0 Isolate transactions 
,.,, 

il) transaction recovery
iii) system recovery ri-'": i9 media recovery

s) known as

ii) Symmentric

19 None of the above

0 A schedule transaction is executed atomically is called
a

1)N ii) Serial schedule

iv) Ir{on-parallelscheduleiii)

Q2) Case

r1

number, birth date, address, sex, &
department, the date the manager is

Employees may be directly SU

withinthe organization is contro

from the controlling dept).

includes project name,

project are also kept.

Draw the E-R diagram

relationship.

name. identiSzing

may be located in
s name, identification

e is assigned to one

a depafiment is also tracked.

employee. Each project

employees (not necessrily

proj ects. lnformation about proj ect

hours spent by employees on each

the above system & explain the
- 
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What is concurrency control? Explain all protocols in

Q3) a) Describe the three- schema architecture.

b) Compare RDBMS, OODBMS with at I

OR

a) What are the characteristics of the D

b) Explain the multimedia database with

Explain data independency.
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Q4) a) What do you mean by log-based recovery. Explain with example. I5l

access control & manadatory

tsl

b)

a)

b)

tragementatlon.
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b) Explain Inter- Operational &

What is difference between

access control.

What are

Write

+<

OR

database backups & explain any one. I5l

tsl

the data Replication &
t10l

OR

in details.[0]
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